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IPI conference ‘revitalizing’
July 11, 2013

Retailers from seven Australian and New Zealand stores attended the IPI
conference Las Vegas (June 24 – 27) and, if the report from Louise Miller, Griffith
Camera House, is anything to go by, it was a valuable and invigorating experience.
Stores attending were: Hutt Street
Photos, Adelaide; Fitzgerald Professional
Photo Labs, Perth; Coffs Harbour Camera
House; Griffith Camera House; Stallards
Camera House, Tasmania; Queensberry
Albums, Auckland; Photolife Studios,
Manukau.
‘Having the opportunity to share
experiences with like-minded business
owners across the other side of the world
was invaluable,’ said Louise.
Her report continues: Metal printing was huge in the US, and combining this with the
ready-made templates from the IPI Marketing Support Program (MSP) that Camera
House members now have available to them, will offer profitable opportunities for the
future on the gifting side of the business.
(The IPI Marketing Support Program consists of a broad range of marketing collateral
designed for independent photo specialists and delivered every quarter on DVD, which
covers virtually every aspect of photo retailing.)
New gift lines included prints on curved glass, iPhone covers and bracelets. The MSP
templates included posters, stuffers, emails and banners. A new brochures on ‘doing
more with your images’ will be available shortly for members to download and give out
to their customers.
While at the conference we were advised of some new programs coming shortly to IPI
members for managing emails, managing social media and managing digital signage
content. These had monthly subscriptions costs but seemed reasonable.
Sessions were held on Email Marketing, B2B, Educational programs and
Merchandising. Both Lucidium and Dakis presented sessions on their upcoming
marketing plans and held user groups on understanding their software. A number of the
sessions were recorded and are available to download from the IPI website.
.
All in all it was a great conference and I
feel revitalized and believe that there is
a strong future for both selling cameras
and selling gifting. We need to be open
to new ideas and use the resources we
have available through IPI and the
MSP program.
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- Louise said that the IPI conference
was ‘both similar and different’ to
Camera House get-togethers, ‘In that
there was more diversity of members
attending.

Cards and other custom stationery was a

hot topic at the conference.
‘I found it was not just pure
photographic businesses attending,’
she said. ‘Some IPI members had
diversified their business to incorporate
other smaller and larger businesses within the photographic model.

‘These included the high end B2B and custom card stationery facilities, for example.’

3 THOUGHTS ON “IPI CONFERENCE ‘REVITALIZING’”

Larry Steiner on July 14, 2013 at 5:20 am said:

It is great to hear the impressions of IPIC from our Australian
compatriots. For me, this is a great partnership in learning. IPI
gives a dynamic system where members from around the world
contribute and help build the knowledge base and marketing
programs. It is not a top-down system. For instance I saw a very
inspirational presentation on a fantastic store build-out from a
member from Quebec, Canada. It is definitely a pick-yourpleasure format – use what you like, and pay back by showing
what works well in your store.
Reply ↓

Peter on July 15, 2013 at 9:50 pm said:

Larry, do you think it is time for IPI to join with PMA for this sort
of conference? For me it looks like pretty well a duplication of
what we already have and it would be great to have a joint
response. Only a few retailers over here have the funds to go to
more than one US conference a year and it is a pity its split.
It must be the same for many many distant US members.
Reply ↓

Chris on July 16, 2013 at 5:46 pm said:

Well put Peter. A joint collaboration is very necessary given the
current scale of the industry. Certainly PMA has been a little
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remiss in not giving the ‘output’ side of our trade the mileage IPI
has -hence their appeal, however that is easily addressed. The
time is right to re-focus efforts which should be done in unison.
Let’s hope we can achieve the same evangelical feelings from
the PMA Melbourne event in September.
Reply ↓
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FUJIFILM FLAGS NEW RETAIL
INKJET PRINTERS
Fujifilm in Japan and Europe has
announced the Frontier-S inkjet lab
system, ‘a compact and high quality, new
concept inkjet printer, which enables
photo retailers to have a system
corresponding to retailers’ printing
services, installation space and budget.’
The Frontier-S … Continue reading →
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Nikon to ‘change the concept of
cameras’…USB 3.0 readers from
Transcend…KLYP case/tripod
socket/flash shoe for iPhone 5…Portable
scanner from Kaiser Baas Nikon to
‘change the concept of cameras’ Nikon
Corp is reportedly looking at ways to tap
smartphone growth to … Continue
reading →
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